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ABSTRACT Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a heterogeneous genetic condition. European and North
American diagnostic guidelines recommend transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as one of a
combination of tests to confirm a diagnosis. However, there is no definition of what constitutes a defect or
consensus on reporting terminology. The aim of this project was to provide an internationally agreed
ultrastructural classification for PCD diagnosis by TEM.

A consensus guideline was developed by PCD electron microscopy experts representing 18 centres in 14
countries. An initial meeting and discussion were followed by a Delphi consensus process. The agreed
guideline was then tested, modified and retested through exchange of samples and electron micrographs
between the 18 diagnostic centres.

The final guideline a) provides agreed terminology and a definition of Class 1 defects which are
diagnostic for PCD; b) identifies Class 2 defects which can indicate a diagnosis of PCD in combination
with other supporting evidence; c) describes features which should be included in a ciliary ultrastructure
report to assist multidisciplinary diagnosis of PCD; and d) defines adequacy of a diagnostic sample.

This tested and externally validated statement provides a clear guideline for the diagnosis of PCD by
TEM which can be used to standardise diagnosis internationally.
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Introduction
Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a heterogeneous inherited condition affecting 1:10000 of the
population [1]. Symptoms usually begin early in life and include chronic nasal discharge and wet cough,
progressing in childhood to recurrent upper and lower airway infections and eventual bronchiectasis [1].
As cilia are also present at the embryonic node, defects in nodal cilia may cause abnormalities of left–right
laterality determination (situs abnormalities).

Diagnosis of PCD usually relies on a combination of tests because a single test cannot reliably diagnose all
PCD types. These tests may include nasal nitric oxide measurement [2], assessment of ciliary waveform by
high speed video microscopy [3], immunofluorescence (IF) analysis of ciliary proteins [4], transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and genetic testing. European and North American diagnostic guidelines
differ in recommendations for diagnostic testing, although both agree that assessment of ciliary
ultrastructure by TEM and/or bi-allelic mutations in a known PCD gene definitively confirm a PCD
diagnosis [5–7]. However, there has been considerable heterogeneity among pathology reports describing
PCD and in interpreting what constitutes a diagnostic defect. Defects of the ciliary axoneme can occur
secondary to infection or inflammation of the airway mucosa, or in samples which have not been
adequately prepared. Differences in reporting and interpretation of findings can lead to misdiagnosis.

In recent years, advances in genetic testing and molecular biology have redefined many aspects of PCD,
whilst improving understanding of the basic science has further complicated the use of traditional electron
microscopy terminology. For example the use of the term “radial spoke defect” has been used to describe
both central complex defects such as those caused by RSPH4A mutations and microtubular
disarrangement defects caused by CCDC39 mutations [8–11]. In other clinical entities, such as renal
allograft pathology, an internationally agreed pathology classification known as the “Banff criteria” has
been shown to significantly improve diagnostic precision, reproducibility and disease outcome [12, 13].
The aim of the present project was to provide an internationally agreed ultrastructural classification for the
diagnosis of PCD by defining defects diagnostic for PCD, describing features which should be included in
a report to assist multidisciplinary diagnosis of PCD and defining adequacy of a diagnostic sample.

Methods
Guideline development
The guideline development process is shown in figure 1. A group of electron microscopy experts
representing 18 centres in 14 countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, France, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States) met in person
and via video link to develop a consensus statement for reporting ciliary ultrastructure by TEM at a COST
Action BEATPCD meeting. Minutes from this meeting were used to create common themes and identify
items for a Delphi consensus survey. The Delphi consensus survey consisted of three rounds with aims to:
1) define defects diagnostic for PCD; 2) describe features which should be included in a report to assist
multidisciplinary diagnosis of PCD; and 3) define adequacy of a diagnostic sample. Consensus was
considered to be achieved if more than 80% of the participants agreed. Consultation with the wider
BEATPCD community was conducted at the next BEATPCD meeting.

Guideline validation
Once a draft guideline was complete a series of TEM sections were distributed among the group and the
guideline was tested and modified for inconsistencies and clarity. A list of 16 cases representing patients
who had a genetically confirmed diagnosis of PCD or who conclusively did not have PCD were used for
the guideline validation. Four centres were assigned four cases from the following to prepare: CCDC114,
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CCDC39, CCDC40, CCNO, DNAAF1, DNAAF3, DNAH5, DNAH11, DRC1, RSPH4A, cystic fibrosis (CF),
healthy volunteer (×2), inadequate sample (×2) and unaffected sibling of a patient with PCD. Centres at
Southampton (UK), Toronto (Canada), Paris (France) and Muenster (Germany) sectioned and stained four
grids from four cases each. These grids were sent to London where they were quality checked, anonymised,
randomised and distributed by an individual who was not part of the consensus group. Seventeen centres
then received four grids and one centre received images (centres did not receive their own grids).

All 17 centres assessed the four grids, each centre using its own technology for making and interpreting
images, while the 18th centre received images. The centres completed a report form based on the
consensus statement and returned representative images. The form included class of defect, ultrastructural
defect, adequacy of the sample and a summary of key findings. One centre reviewed images taken at the
distribution centre in London, rather than grids, due to technical difficulties.

Results of the validation exercise were discussed in a face to face meeting of the group. One additional
online survey was distributed to clarify points from this meeting and the guideline was modified
accordingly. Results of the guideline surveys and validation can be found in the supplementary material.

Finally images from the cases with CCDC39, DNAAF3, DNAH5, RSPH4A and CF were used to reassess the
modified completed guideline. This validation exercise was completed by all consensus statement authors and
six additional electron microscopists who were not directly involved in developing the consensus statement.

Results
This guideline describes assessment and reporting of ciliated epithelial samples fixed in glutaraldehyde,
dehydrated, embedded in resin and stained with heavy metals (lead citrate and uranyl acetate or equivalent).

Normal ultrastructure of respiratory cilia
The consensus group identified that it is crucial for the observer to be familiar with the appearance of
normal ciliary ultrastructure and PCD defects from extensive samples, using local sampling, processing

FIGURE 1 Flow chart outlining the
methodology for development of the
transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) consensus guideline. Results
of Delphi surveys and case reviews
can be found in the supplementary
information.

Kick off meeting at BEATPCD conference in Paris to identify 
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and visualisation methods, before embarking on diagnostic testing for PCD. Figure 2 shows the normal
ultrastructure of a healthy respiratory cilium. The axoneme of motile cilia is composed of the well-known
9+2 structure, where nine peripheral microtubule doublets surround the central pair of single
microtubules. Each microtubular doublet is connected with the central pair by radial spokes and
neighbouring microtubular doublets are connected by the nexin dynein regulatory complex (N-DRC). The
outer microtubular doublets contain regularly repeating hook shaped structures known as outer dynein
arms (ODAs) and inner dynein arms (IDAs), which are responsible for the generation of ciliary motion
through ATPase activity. Essential units repeat along the axoneme approximately every 96 nm. Each
doublet contains, in a 96 nm repetition, four double headed ODAs, six different single-headed IDAs and
one double-headed IDA isoform, one N-DRC and three radial spokes [14–17]. Differences in the
repetition of these units and of their density results in differing contrast on TEM. The electron dense
ODA is easier to visualise in a 70–100 nm TEM section than the less dense IDA and N-DRC because
more ODA dynein heavy chains are present within the slice. Ultrastructure at the tip and base of the
cilium is different and this should be considered when assessing for PCD defects.

Class 1 and Class 2 defects, terminology, adequacy of sampling and consensus definitions for the
diagnosis of PCD by TEM
The expert consensus group identified two classes of PCD TEM diagnostic defects: Class 1 defects, which
are considered “hallmark” defects confirming a diagnosis in a patient with symptoms of the condition; and
Class 2 defects, which indicate a diagnosis of PCD in a patient with clinical symptoms of the condition if
consistent across more than one sample or after cell culture AND if consistent with other test results. The
two classes of defects are shown in table 1 and are defined in the text. The group decided to distinguish
between the two classes of defect because Class 1 defects are diagnostic whereas Class 2 defects can be
more difficult to recognise and can be similar to secondary defects.

Class 1 defects
Class 1 defects are diagnostic of PCD in a patient with clinical symptoms of the condition. Class 1 defects
are confirmed following assessment of more than 50 axonemes in transverse section from several cells.
Care should be taken to assess cross sections from both proximal (in the region of the microvili) and distal
regions of the axoneme. Dynein arms should be assessed in cross sections with clear structural features
and an intact ciliary membrane. Microtubular arrangement may be assessed in a larger number of cross
sections with an intact membrane in which the dynein arms may not be clear. Examples of Class 1 defects
are shown in figure 3.

a) b)

Single microtubule
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Microtubular doublet
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FIGURE 2 Electron micrographs showing normal ciliary ultrastructure in cross section at a) the core of the
ciliary axoneme with a 9+2 microtubular arrangement; b) the tip of the cilium with single microtubules; and c)
the base of the axoneme. Panel d) gives a diagrammatic representation of ciliary cross sections at the tip,
central axoneme and base for normal ciliary ultrastructure. The black arrowheads depict the outer dynein
arms (ODAs) and the black arrowheads with a white outline depict the inner dynein arms (IDAs). Grey
arrowheads indicate the tip of the cilium with single microtubules(these are a normal part of ciliary
ultrastructure and should not be assessed for diagnosis of Class 1 or Class 2 defects). White arrowheads
indicate where there is no central pair. Microtubular doubles are often linked to the ciliary membrane with
Y-shaped linker. N-DRC: nexin dynein regulatory complex.
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ODA defects
Absence of the whole or a larger part of the ODA structure from the majority (five or more) of
microtubular doublets in the majority (more than 50%) of cilia cross sections. The defects arise from
mutations in genes coding for ODA structural proteins (e.g. DNAH5) and ODA docking proteins (e.g.
CCDC151). IF analysis usually shows an absence of the outer dynein heavy chain protein DNAH5.

ODA and IDA defects
Absence of the whole or a larger part of the ODA structure from the majority (five or more) of
microtubular doublets in the majority (more than 50%) of cilia cross sections AND absence of the whole

TABLE 1 Summary of Class 1 and Class 2 defects for the ultrastructural diagnosis of primary
ciliary dyskinesia (PCD)

Class 1 defects: hallmark diagnostic defects
ODA defect
ODA and IDA defect
Microtubular disorganisation and IDA defect

Class 2 defects: indicate a PCD diagnosis with other supporting evidence
Central complex defect
Mislocalisation of basal bodies with few or no cilia
Microtubular disorganisation with IDA present
ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections
Combined IDA and ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections

ODA: outer dynein arm; IDA: inner dynein arm.

a) b) c)

FIGURE 3 Electron micrographs and diagrams of Class 1 ultrastructural defects in cross section. a) Outer
dynein arm (ODA) defect; b) ODA and IDA defect; c) microtubular disorganisation and IDA defect. It should be
noted that not all arms are completely missing. Although the curved hook structure of the ODA is not present
in its entirety the white star in a) indicates some remaining proximal structure likely to be the docking
complex. Class 1 defects are diagnostic of primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) in patients with symptoms of the
condition. Class 1 defects are confirmed following assessment of more than 50 axonemes in transverse
section. Dynein arms should be assessed in cross sections with clear structural features and an intact ciliary
membrane as depicted. Microtubular arrangement may be assessed in a larger number of cross sections
with an intact membrane in which the dynein arms may not be clear.
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or a larger part of the IDA structure from the majority (seven or more) of microtubular doublets in the
majority (more than 50%) of cilia cross sections. If the number of IDAs cannot be accurately determined,
samples should be reported as “ODA defect (+/– IDA defect)”. These defects often arise from mutations
in dynein assembly genes. IF analysis shows the absence of proteins such as DNAH5 and DNALI1.

Microtubular disorganisation and IDA defects
Disruption of the 9+2 symmetry of the microtubules in more than 25% of cross sections combined with
the absence of the whole or a larger part of the IDA structure from the majority (more than seven) of
microtubular doublets in the majority (more than 50%) of cilia axonemes visualised in cross section. The
defects almost always arise from CCDC39 or CCDC40 mutations [7]. IF analysis in these cases shows an
absence of N-DRC proteins such as GAS8 and IDA proteins such as DNALI1.

Class 2 defects
Class 2 defects can indicate a diagnosis of PCD in a patient with clinical symptoms of the condition if
consistent across more than one sample AND if consistent with other results (such as those from IF, high
speed video microscopy or genetic analysis). They may require assessment of more ciliary axonemes than
Class 1 defects. Care should be taken to assess cross sections from several cells and both proximal (in the
region of the microvili) and distal regions of the axoneme. Dynein arms should be assessed in cross
sections with clear structural features and an intact ciliary membrane. Microtubular arrangement may be
assessed in a larger number of cross sections with an intact membrane in which the dynein arms may not
be clear. Examples of Class 2 defects are shown in figure 4.

Central complex defects
Central complex defects consist of a proportion of normal cross sections and consistent cross sections
with one or both of the central microtubules absent (usually more than 20%). Occasional double central
pairs or translocation of the outer microtubule to the central region (the “8+1 pattern”) may be seen.
Translocation typically occurs approaching the ciliary tip. In longitudinal sections, intermittent or
complete loss of the central pair or transposition of an outer doublet may also be seen. Some microtubular
disorganisation is often seen. These TEM findings are reported to be associated with genetic defects of the
radial spoke components (e.g. RSPH4A, RSPH1, RSPH9 and DNAJB13) [18–20], which can be confirmed
by IF for radial spoke head proteins. In some cases high speed video microscopy can show circling of cilia
when observed from above.

B

a) b)
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DA B C

C

Basal body

mislocalised

Apical surface with no

cilia or basal bodies

Nucleus

Rootlet

FIGURE 4 Electron micrographs of Class 2 ultrastructural defects. a) Central complex defect with features
demonstrating: (A) a lack of a central pair; (B) a transposed outer microtubular doublet; (C) a double central
pair; and (D) a single central tubule. The micrograph was taken from an individual with an RSPH4A mutation.
b) Mislocalisation of basal bodies with few or no cilia from an individual with a CCNO mutation.
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Mislocalisation of basal bodies with few or no cilia
Findings are typically of no or very few ciliary cross sections in combination with failure of the majority of
basal bodies to dock at the apical surface of the cell, meaning they are consistently seen within the
cytoplasm. These findings are associated with genetic variants in CCNO and MCIDAS and only a few cilia
are seen per cell by high speed video microscopy [21, 22]. The genetic defects result in reduced generation
of multiple motile cilia. In the rare cilia that are visualised, the ultrastructure of the axoneme in CCNO
cases can be normal but in individuals with MCIDAS mutations it can lack ODAs.

Microtubular disorganisation
Microtubular disorganisation is indicated by consistent disruption of the 9+2 symmetry of the
microtubules in cross sections throughout otherwise healthy samples. The absence of the N-DRC link is
sometimes noted; however, the majority of cross sections usually have normal ultrastructure with ODAs
and IDAs present. These findings might be associated with mutations in CCDC65, DRC1 and GAS8
encoding N-DRC proteins [23–25]. Subtle beat pattern abnormalities including fast or disrupted beat
pattern and an absence of N-DRC proteins such as GAS8 are observed by IF in these cases. The IDA is
present in more than 50% of cross sections, distinguishing this case from the Class 1 microtubular
disorganisation and IDA defect.

ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections
This definition is the same as for a Class 1 “ODA defect”, except for the dynein arm(s) being absent in a
minority of cilia and numerous normal ciliary cross sections being present. A pattern to the defect may be
observed (e.g. for individuals with recessive DNAH9 mutations the distal ciliary axonemes lack ODAs
whereas the proximal ciliary axonemes are normal) [26, 27]. Where a pattern to the defect is observed by
TEM, IF may also show a partial absence of DNAH5.

Combined IDA and ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections
This definition is the same as for a Class 1 “ODA and IDA defect”, except for the dynein arms being absent
in a minority of cilia and numerous normal ciliary cross sections being present. Some static cilia may be
present by high speed video microscopy and IF may or may not show a partial absence of DNAH5 and
DNALI1. This is seen, for example, in patients with the missense mutation His154Pro in CCDC103 [28, 29].

The transmission electron microscopy cilia report
A TEM report should conform to general considerations for good practice in pathology reporting, as
follows: 1) reports should be clear and accurate and the overall result or conclusion must be clearly visible;
2) patients must be identified on reports by at least two unique items of information (e.g. full name and
date of birth); 3) it must be stated if the testing is incomplete and/or where the minimum quality is not
achieved; and 4) for PCD testing it should be made clear to the person receiving the report that normal
ultrastructure does not exclude a diagnosis. Items agreed by the expert group as essential and desirable for
an electron microscopy report in the diagnosis of PCD are described in table 2.

TABLE 2 Items to include in a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) report for the diagnosis
of primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD)

Essential items to be included in a TEM report for PCD
Source of the sample (e.g. nasal brushing)
Adequacy of the sample
Number of cross sections assessed
Percentage of abnormal cilia (Class 1 and Class 2 defects)
Consistency of a defect across several cells
One sentence summary of key findings (including Class 1 or Class 2 defect if present)

Additional items to consider to enhance a report
Orientation/alignment of the basal body or central pair of microtubules
Number of cells assessed
Blebs/membrane swelling/membrane condition
Presence of compound cilia (more than one axoneme within a membrane)
Preservation of the sample
Percentage of cilia with other defects
Presence of shortened or truncated ODA projections
Evidence of inflammation
Evidence of bacteria
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Summary of guideline development survey results
In round one, consensus was obtained on the three hallmark defects shown in table 1 and participants
suggested definitions. More than 80% agreed that the following were Class 2 defects: central complex
defects, mislocalisation of basal bodies with few or no cilia, ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections,
and combined IDA and ODA absence from 25–50% of cross sections. Microtubular disorganisation was
added to this list following the validation exercise. Items to include in a report were also agreed (table 2).
The group did not reach consensus on the following items as being Class 1 or Class 2 defects and
inclusion or exclusion of these should be at the discretion of the observer as evidence becomes available:
isolated IDA defects [30], ODA loss from less than 25% of cross sections, ODA and IDA loss from less
than 25% of cross sections, orientation defects [31–33] and ciliary length defects. Future research should
focus on the relevance of these defects and the guideline should be updated accordingly. In rounds two
and three, definitions of hallmark defects were agreed along with the criteria for sample adequacy (i.e.
more than 50 cross sections with intact ciliary membranes). Full details of the guideline development
process are given in the supplementary material.

Summary of guideline validation results
Two rounds of validation were conducted and there was 100% participation in this activity (across all 18
centres). In round one there were no false positive diagnoses (i.e. no non-PCD sample was classed as
having a Class 1 hallmark PCD defect). Seventeen out of 68 sections (25%) were described as insufficient
or inadequate for assessment. These included 100% returns on a CCNO case and 75% returns for a sample
included as an inadequate sample. Twenty-five out of 25 cases (100%) were correctly identified as Class 1
hallmark defects; however, eight out of 25 returns (32%) recorded an incorrect name for the Class 1
defect. Two cases were described as having a Class 1 defect when they had a Class 2 defect or normal
ultrastructure. Five out of six cases were correctly identified as Class 2 defects. Four normal ultrastructure
cases were erroneously identified as Class 2 defects.

The guideline was modified and in round two there were no false positive diagnoses (i.e. no non-PCD
sample was classed as having a Class 1 hallmark PCD defect) and normal ultrastructure was identified by
18 out of 18 centres. There were no false negatives and there was 100% correct identification of a Class 1
hallmark defect. These included 18 out of 18 correctly identified microtubular disorganisation+IDA defects,
17 out of 18 ODA defects (one was judged as an ODA+IDA defect) and 17 out of 18 ODA+IDA defects
(one was judged as an ODA defect). Furthermore, there was 100% correct identification of a Class 2 defect.
Fifteen out of 18 correctly identified a central complex defect, whereas three judged this to be microtubular
disorganisation (and thus stressing the importance of the additional evidence requirement for Class 2
defects). 94% of reviewers gave a correct ultrastructural defect according to the genetic diagnosis.
Agreement between observers (κ) was 0.76–1.0 (where 0: no agreement and 1: complete agreement). For
external validation a further six electron microscopists were given the guideline to read and then completed
the image validation. All six observers identified the correct ultrastructural defects for all cases.

Discussion
Next generation sequencing and molecular advances have resulted in fast-paced improvement of PCD
diagnosis over recent years. TEM is valuable in asserting and/or confirming a diagnosis of PCD, and as a
guide for genetic testing, as there is a clear link between ultrastructural defects and the group of affected
genes. This is useful especially when variants of unknown significance are identified. Pathogenic mutations
in known PCD genes currently account for only 65–75% of cases of PCD confirmed by TEM. A table of
known TEM phenotypes according to genotype is available in the supplementary material. We present the
first internationally agreed guideline for reporting of ciliary biopsies for the diagnosis of PCD. This
guideline is designed to be a flexible formulation, it will require updating and evolution as new evidence
becomes available. These recommendations are minimum requirements and professional judgement and
experience is of paramount importance in many circumstances.

PCD with normal ultrastructure
It has been shown repeatedly that the diagnostic accuracy of TEM is not sufficient to exclude a diagnosis, as
up to 30% of all PCD cases are described as having normal or near normal ciliary ultrastructure [34–36].
This includes defects in the large dynein heavy chain, DNAH11, which accounts for a substantial number of
cases [37, 38]. In another group of patients, subtle changes to ultrastructure can be seen but alone these are
non-diagnostic (e.g. defects in HYDIN which affect the c2b projection of the central pair) [39]. The current
statement introduces the concept of Class 2 defects to address limitations with the identification of subtle
changes. Class 2 defects support a diagnosis but should not be used without other diagnostic tests. Many of
these Class 2 defect changes are secondary to the causative molecular defect (e.g. radial spoke head gene
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defects result in secondary loss of the central pair) [19]. It must be stressed that some Class 2 defects, if not
confirmed in a second sample or after cell culture, may also be the result of non-PCD related causes.

Limitations of electron microscopy in the diagnosis of PCD
Initial validation of the guideline revealed that smaller, inadequate samples were most likely to lead to a
misdiagnosis (see supplementary material). It was also clear that individual processing techniques and
familiarity with the local appearance of cilia was paramount for interpretation. Due to differences in
equipment availability and local procedures it is not currently possible to standardise all methodology in
sample processing and visualisation. In the future, a consensus methodology may be developed; however,
we have addressed methodological differences by recommending that extensive normal and PCD samples
are visualised using local techniques before a diagnostic sample is interpreted.

Secondary ultrastructural defects in cilia can be caused by acute or chronic respiratory infections,
inflammatory respiratory disease (i.e. asthma), environmental and demographic factors (smoking, pollution
and age), or sample handling [40]. It is common to observe secondary defects in samples examined by
TEM (e.g. microtubular defects, which have been observed in up to 10% of healthy controls) [41, 42]. The
appearance of secondary defects can overlap with the appearance of positive PCD cases (e.g. microtubular
disorganisation and central pair abnormalities). Misinterpretation of these defects can be prevented by
taking care to avoid sampling when the patient is unwell, the use of cell culture from the respiratory
epithelium (air–liquid interface or spheroid cultures) to remove conditions causing the secondary effects,
consideration of the health of individual cells in the sample and by repeating the biopsy [43, 44]. To ensure
that occasional secondary defects in the sample do not bias interpretation, we recommend assessment of
at least 50 axonemes in transverse section from a number of different cells. We recommend that dynein
arms should be assessed in cross sections with clear structural features and intact ciliary membranes.
Microtubular arrangement may be assessed in a larger number of cross sections with intact membranes, in
which the dynein arms are not clear, although unhealthy cells or compound cilia should be avoided. For
Class 2 defects we recommend assessment of more than one sample or a following cell culture. Paramount
is the consistency of a Class 2 defect with results from other tests, such as high speed video, IF analysis,
nasal nitric oxide measurement and genotyping.

Summary
The performance of TEM for PCD diagnosis (i.e. sensitivity and specificity) is difficult to accurately
assess when there are no agreed diagnostic criteria. This consensus statement is tested and validated and
provides a clear guideline for the diagnosis of PCD by TEM, which can be used to standardise diagnosis
internationally.
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